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1. Introduction
Let A; be a field and R a finite dimensional /c-algebra. We call R a
right peak ring if soc R the socle of R as a right i?-module is projective.
A right peak ring is introduced by Simson in [7] when soc R is homoge-
neous and is called a multipeak ring in [8] when soc Ft is not necessarily
homogeneous. Since almost all results in [7] about a right peak ring
with a homogeneous socle are valid for the general case, we call them
simply a right peak ring. We showed in [4, 5] that the representation of
an order satisfying some conditions is representation equivalent to that
of a full subcategory of modsp R the category of socle projective modules
over a right peak ring it and that the relation between the Auslander-
Reiten quivers of these categories is completely determined. Thus the
category modsp R over a right peak ring R is closely connected to the
representation of orders.
In this paper, we construct a right peak ring S from the given right
peak ring R by the method of one point extension and determine the
Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp S. Simson [7, §4] also considered this
problem and obtained many results, however our results are more complete
to determine the Auslander-Reiten quiver, especially, our main theorems
(Theorems 3.4, 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10) are all new results. Throughout the
paper, modules are right modules, unless otherwise specified and are
finitely generated.
2. Preliminaries
Put modsp R- {X; X is an jR-module with a projective socle}, where R
is a given right peak /c-algebra. Fix M∈ modSn R and assume that M is
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indecomposable and nonprojective with End* M- k. Put r(-) -Hom/?(M, -)
andォjtf- {X∈ modsp R; γ(X)≠0}. We denote ind*j4to be the category of
all indecomposable modules of 〟 We assume that the representatives of
the nonisomorphic modules of ind^consist of the finite modules Xi, ‥ Xn.
We also consider the category *j4 as the subquiver of the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of modsp R. It is noted that there exists a connected component ^
of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp R such that j」⊂留We assume
that留has no oriented cycles. Let S (
ltfM
OR ) Then S is a right peak k-
algebra by the above assumptions. We consider the following.
Problem. Determine the Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp S.
In order to settle our problem we must give the information about the
indecomposable modules and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp S. Con-
cerning indecomposable modules, Simson solved completely in [7]. Some
informations about irreducible maps are given in [6, 7].
We will state the problem more precisely. We identify an S-module to
the triple (U, X, t), where Uis a k-vector space, Xis an.R-module and t:
U㊧ kM- X is an i?-homomorphism. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 2. 1. It hoiゐthat (U, X, t)∈modspSifand only ifX∈modsp
R and the adjoint t∈ Hom*([/, HomR(M, X) ) of t is a monomorphism.
Proof. This follows from the fact that every simple projective S-module
is the form (0, P, 0) for a simple projective i?-module Pand soc(U, X, t) -
(ker t, soc X, t') where t'is induced from t.
We have the full embedding c: modsp R-modsp S by t(X)-(0, X, 0)
for X∈modsp R. Putォ^t- {x∈modspS; x隼Im c). Then it is immediately
seen that (U, X, t) ∈Jy⇔t≠0⇔U≠O for (U, X, t) ∈modspS. Following
[6, 7] an additive category 〟 is called a vector space category over k if
there exists a faithful additive functor上目好一mod k, where mod k is
the category of all finite dimensional k-vector spaces. The subspace cate-
gory U(K) of K is defined as follows. The objects of U{K) are the triples
(U, X, φ) where U∈mod k, X∈Kandφ: U- ¥X¥ is ak-linearmap. A
morphism from (U, X, φ) to {U', X, φ′) in U(K) is the pair (/, g) with/∈
Horn*(C7, If) and g∈Hom*(X, X') such that φ-φ'/. Let Ui(K) be the
full subcategory of U(K) consisting of the objects which have no direct
summands of the form (U, 0,0) or (0, X, 0). It is noted that if (U, X, φ) ∈
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Ux{K) then φ is a monomorphism. We put the vector space category K-
(γ(X) ; X∈<jtf) over k and fix it. Define the functor p : modspS- U(K) by
p{{U, X, t))-(U, γ(X), t), where t is the adjoint of t. The following is
easily proved.
Lemma 2. 2. There exists a representation equivalence JV- C/i(A) in-
duced from p.
Let RK be a. right peak ring associated with K [7, §3]. Then RK-






























thus t^ Honu(X, Hom4(iV, U) ). It is noted that, for an /^-module (X, U,
t') with t'∈Hom」(X, Hom*(iV, U)), we have that (X, U, t) ∈modsD Rk if
and only if ker t'-0 by [7, Proposition 2.4]. The properties of the functor
Gi are obtained in [7]. We summarize some of them in the following and
give their proof here for the reader s convenience.
Lemma 2.4. 1) d is surjective on morphisms. We have that Gi((f,
g) ) -0 if and only iff-0.
2) For o-(/,g): (U, γ(X), t)≠(V, γ(Y), s) with U≠Oand V≠0, 0
is a splitting monomorphism (respectively epimorphism) if and only if Gi (o)
is a splitting monomorphism (respectively epimorphism).
3) o is the same as in 2) and assume that G¥{<*)・=0. Then we have
that o is irreducible in U(K) if and only if Gi{o) is irredecible in modsp Rk.
4) We have that Gi((fc, 0, O))-E(po) and Gi((k, r{M), id))-po,
where id denotes the identity map.
Proof. 1) Put u-(U, r(X), t) and v-(V, r(Y), s). Wecan assume
that Gi(u)・=O and Gi(v)・=O. Take an arbitrary (A, /) eHomォサ(Gi(u),
Gi(v) ) and consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows
t t*
X'- - Hom*(iV, U) Im f
h r
o- Y,⊥-Horn*(TV, V)- Im -0,
where/′ -Horn(TV,/). Then there existsg′′ Im t* -Im s* withg′′」* -s*f.
Since tLomK(r(Y), N) is a projective left E'-module, an iiJ-module DHomK(r
(Y), N) is injective. Extend g" to g': Z)Hom^(r(X), N)-*DHomK(r(N),
N). Then the diagram (#) is commutative for this g'. Since Hom」(J9Hom/f
(r(X), N), DB-omK(r(Y), N))-BomK(r(X), r(Y) ), there exists geHom,
(r(X), T(Y) ) such that g'-DE.om(g, N). Considering the commutative
diagram;
α
UョkRomk(N, k) -ttomk{N, U)
f㊥ ar
V㊥kRomk(N, k) =Hom*(JV, V)
we proceed the computatuion. Take an arbitrary oC(a'S) b) ^ Horn* (N, U)
(a^ Uand beDN) and c ^HomK(r(7),N). Then it holds that
(g′t*(α(a㊧b)))t-(b?¥g¥t)a
- (s*/'(a(aョb) ) K-s*(tf(6(8)/(a) ) ) - (6<fs/)a.
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Thus we have that b引g¥t-bJsf, so that 「 t-sf. Therefore, 0-(/,g)∈
Homryu) (it, v) and it is easily seen that Gi(o) - (h,/). The second state-
ment is almost trivial. 2) If a is a splitting monomorphism, then there
existsり-(/i, gi)'--v-u such that yo-1. Thus we have that /i/-1 and
gig-l. Put Gl(v)-(hl, /) with h: Y′-X'. For /I'-Horn(AT, fx) and
gュ′ -DB.0m(g, N), it holds that ///′(」) -/蝣/」-」 for all 」∈Horn*(N, U),
so that ///'-1. Since f'thih-f't and /′i is a monomorphism, we have
that hh-¥. Thus d(甲)Gi(o)-1. Conversely, if Gi(o) is a splitting mo-
nomorphism, then there exists v- (fi, gi) '. v-u such that G(v)G(o) -1.
Since ///'- 1 by assumption, we have that g¥"g" - 1 where g¥", respectively
g′'is the restriction ofg¥ on Im s , respectively g'on Im t*. Since Z)Hom;
∫ ′
(T(X), N) is an injective hull of Im t* by the proof of [7, Theorem 3.3] and
gl′g'圧m t*-gi〝g′'-1, we conclude that g了g'-1. For an arbitrary a∈
DiiomK(r{X), N) and bGHom,(r(I), N), it holds that a(b) - ( (gi'g')b)a
-a(bgig), so that gig-l. Thus we conclude thatり0-1. The splitting
epimorphism case is similary proved. 3) is almost trivial by 1) and 2). 4)
By the construction of Gi we have that Gi( (k, 0, 0) )- (DN, k, id)-E(po).
In order to prove Gi( (A:, T{M), id) )- (0, k, 0) it suffices to show that id*
Honu(iV, k)-DtlomK(γ(M), N) is a monomorphism. For an arbitrary
d(&(g>a) (O・=b^k, and aeHom^N, k)), if (a/)6-0, for all/<=Hom*(r
(M), N), then a/-0. Suppose that a≠0, then there exist i(l≦iくn) and
g∈ γ(Xi) witha(g)≠0. Put/-Horn(M,g). Then/∈HomA(γ(M), γ(Xi) )
and a/(l) -a(g) =r-0, so we conclude that af・=0, a contradiction. Thus we
have that a-0 and tf(6(x)a) -0. This completes the proof.
3. Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp S
The assumptions and notation provided in section 2 are preserved in
this section. Put G-Gxp the functor from modsp S to modsp RK. By
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 we get the following.
Theorem 3. 1. There exists a representation equivalence ^t-mocUも
RK induced from G.
In this section, we determine the Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp <S
from those of modsp R and modsp Rk using the functor G. Firstly, we
restate Lemma 2.4 using G.
Lemma 3.2. 1) G is surjective on morphism. For a morphism o in
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modsp S, we have that G(o) -0 if and only if o factors through t(X) for
a module Je modsD R.
2) For a morphism o inもA, o is a splitting monomorphism (respectively
epimorphism) if and only if G(o) is a splitting monomorphism (respectively
epimorphism).
3) For a morphism o inJ¥(with G(o)≠0, 0 is irreducible in modsp S if
and only if G(o) is irreducible in modsp Rk.
4) We have that G{(k, 0, 0))-E(po) and G( (k, M, id))-po.
We state some pieces of results concerning the irreducible maps.
Lemma 3. 3. Letf: X- Y be an irreducible map in modspR. Then;
1) ifX年^4, then e(/) ; c(X)- c(Y) is irreducible in modsp S,
2) i/ Y年*&and there exists no chain of irreducible maps from M to Y,
then c(f) is irreducible in modsp S,
3) if Y年<j4and X∈*d, then {0, f) : (γ(X), X, id)- (蝣(Y) is irreducible
in modsD S.
Proof. 1) follows from [6, 2.6, Lemma l], while 3) follows from [7,
Theorem 4.2], 2) If Hom*(M, X) ・=0, then there exists a chain of irreduci-
ble maps from 〟 to Y by [2, Corollary 1.8 (c)]. This contradicts the
assumption. Hence X年jd and 2) follows from 1).
Now we state one of our main theorems which determines all the injec-
tive objects of modsp S, that is, sp-injective modules of modsp S.
Theorem 3. 4. An indecomposable module in modsp S is sp-injective if
and only if it is one of the modules given in the following 1) -3)
1) c(X), where X∈ modsp R is sp-injective in modsp R such that X年t4,
2) (r(X), X, id), where lemodsp R is sp-injective in modsp R such
that X∈t4,
3) i) t(Xo), if there exists Xo∈oisuch that γ(Xo)…k and Hom*:(γ(Y).
γ(Xo) ) -Hom*(γ(Y), γ(Xo) ) for all Y∈t4,
u) uq, otherwise, where uo∈JV such that G(uo)…t(E(pQ) ) in which
is the Auslander-Reiten transformation of modsp Rk.
Proof. At first we will show that the modules given in 1) -3) are sp-
injective. 1) Let 0-c(X)旦∠ (U, Y, t)-(V,Z, s)-0 be exact inmodsp
S. By the assumption and Lemma 2.1, there exists g: Y-Xsuch thatfg-
1. Since EomR(M, X)-0, (0, g) : (U, Y, t)-c(X) is a homomorphism in
Auslander-Reiten quivers of categories of socle projective
modules over one point extension algebras
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mod S. ThiJs (0, g) splits (0,/), so c(X) is sp-injective. 2) Let O→ (γ(X),
X, id) (U, Y, t)-*(V,Z, s)-*O be exact in modspo. As in 1) we
have h: Y-Xsuch that hg-l. For h'-Hom(〟, h) andg'-Hom(〟.g),
we have that h'tf-h'g'-1. Thus {h't, h) : (U, Y, t)→(γ(X),X, id) splits
(f, g), so (γ(X), X, id) is sp-injective. 3) We prepare the following lemma.
Lemma 3. 5. Every indecomposable sp-injective module of modsp Rk is
isomorphic to one ofE(po) or G( (γ(X), X, id) ) for X∈ ind^.
Proof. Let Rk-{qDe)- Then by [7, Proposition 2.6] there exists a
category equivalence ▽ : mods。 Rk-modti Rl, where modti Rl is the full
subcategory of mod R冨consisting of modules X satisfying the condition
that X/rad X is mjective, moreover, it holds that le modsp Rk is sp-mjec-
tive if and only if X…∇ (Y) for an injective Rl-uiodule Y. Put u-(X′,
γ(X), t)-G((γ(X), X, id)) for X∈ind *A. We have an exact sequence
o-x'-^H。m*(iV, γ(X) )適二DE。mK(r(X), N). By [1, Proposition 20.11]
id* is an epimorphism. Thus V(u) = (r(X), DE.omK(r(X), N), s) by defini-
tion, where s is the composition γ(X) ㊥kDN旦H。m*(iV, γ(X) )適二DH。m,
(γ(X), N). Since Horn〟(γ(X), N) is an indecomposable projective left ideal
of E and Dr(X) is an indecomposable direct summand of DN, we conclude
that (Dr(X), Hom*(γ(X), N), Ds) is a projective left R冨-module. There-
fore, ▽(u)芸D(Dr(X), Honu(γ(X), N), Ds) is an injective i?jrmodule.
Hence we conclude that w-V V(w) is sp-injective. Since the number of
nomsomorphic indecomposable sp-injective modules in modsp itat equals
n+ 1, the lemma is proved.
If q is a nonsimple projective i?A-module, then g- (Y¥om.K{N, T(X) ),
T(X), id) for a module leind A. Thus it is easily seen that there exists
Xo∈<A satisfying the condition of 1) if and only if q-E(po) is a projective
i?A:-module. The case i). We show that G( (r(Xo), Xo, id) )-rad q. Since
soc q is simple, rad q is indecomposable and sp-injective in modsp RK. Thus
there exists X∈ ind *j4such that rad q-G( (γ(X), X, id) ) by Lemma 3.5.
Since q is the unique indecomposable projective injective module of mod RK,
there exists a nonzero homomorphism c : G{ (γ(Z。), X。, id) ) -q such that
Imf⊂rad q. Thus 」-G(o) with a-(h,g): (γ(X。), X。, id))-(γ(X), X,
id)). It holds that g: X。-X is not zero. For consider the following


































For since G(α) is not a splitting" monomorphism and the first row is an
almost split sequence, there exists h- G(o〝) : G(v) - G(v') such that G(o)
-hφ where o〝 : U-U′. By G(o′)hφ-G(a′o)-0, thereexists h′ ・. q-G(w)
such that h'y- G(o')h. Thus the above diagram is commutative. Suppose
Auslander-Reiten quivers of categories of socle projective
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that h'7^0. Since Im h'」 modspRk, h'is a monomorphism. Thus G(w)^
q, a contradiction. This implies that h'-0, so G(o'a")-0. Thus o'o"
factors through v互-tiY^w for Yl∈m。dspR by Lemma 3.2. If rj is a
splitting epimorphism, then w∈Im i, so we conclude that Tq- (X, U, t)
and u- (Y, U, s) by applying- G to the almost split sequence ending- at w.
This contradicts the fact that q-(DN, k, id). Thusりis not a splitting
epimorphism, so there exists V〝 < ro→v such that tj-oり〝. Wehave
that o′(a′′ -7″ri')-a'a〝 -0′7〝7′ =O and there exists p: v-uo such that
oβ-o〝 -7〝π′ When G{p)-0 we conclude that /i-0, so G(tf)-0, acon-
tradiction. Otherwise, since G(o)G(p)φ G(o〝)φ-G{o) and G(o) is a
monomorphism, G(p)φ - 1, a contradiction. Therefore, u。 is sp-injective.
It is noted that uo is not isomorphic to a module given in either 1) or 2).
For the case of 1) is trivial. If uo coincides with a module in 2), then G(uo)
- rq is sp-injective in modsp RK, a contradiction. Finally, since the number
of nonisomorphic indecomposable sp-injective modules of modsp S equals
one of nomsomorphic indecomposable sp-injective modules of modsp R plus
1, the sp-injective modules obtained in 1) -3) are all indecomposable sp-
injective modules of modsp S.
Remark 3. 6. We make some remarks about the condition in Theorem
3.4, 3), i).
1) The module Xo is sp-injective in modsp R.
2) Forevery Y∈ind^, since Hom*(γ(Y), γ(Xo) ) -Hom*(γ(Y), γ(*o) )
≠0, there e車st /: Y-Xo and g: M-Y such that fg≠0. Thus there
exists a chain of irreducible maps in〟 from Y to Xo by [2, Corollary 1.8
(c)]. Therefore, the shape of the subquiver *d has not only the unique
minimal element 〟 but also the unique maximal element X。.
3) There exist the canonical epimorphism Hom^(A, Y) -HornA(γ(X),
γ(Y) ) and the canonical inclusion HomA(γ(X), γ(Y) )-Honu(r(X), γ(Y) )
for every X, Y∈modsD R. If there exists Xo∈し4such that dim* γ(Xo) -1
and dim* Horn*(7, X。) -dim* γ(Y) for all Y∈^and moreover, if Homォ(X,
Y)…Horna(γ(X), γ(Y) ) for all X, Y∈ V (for example, this holds when M
generates every X∈。*/), then this X。 satisfies the condition of i)
Next we study almost split sequences of modsp S.
Theorem 3.7. Let 0-XpyAz-0 be an almost split sequence in



















where g- (k, k') with k': B'-*Z. Thus there exists I: X->A such that
the above diagram commutes. If I is not a splitting monomorphism, then
there exists I′ : y-A such that 1-1′h. This implies that the second row
splits, a contradiction. Therefore, I is a splitting monomorphism. We can
assume that A-X㊦A'and f¥x-h. Let p γ(X)㊦γ(A)-γ(X) and q:
X㊦A-X be canonical projections. If φ- (pt, q) : (U, X㊦A, t)-*(γ(X),
X, id) is not a splitting monomorphism, then there exists (a, b) : (U, Y㊦
B, s)→(γ(X), X,id) suchthat (a, b)(id,/)-φ Put b-(bi, b2) with bi:
Y-Xand b2: B-X. Then x-q(x)-(bu b2)f(x)-bih(x) for all x∈X.
Thus h is a splitting monomorphism, a contradiction. Therefore, we get
an isomorphism (U, X㊦A', t)≡(γ(X), X, id), so that A′-0, U-γ(X),
t-id and B'-0. Hence the almost split sequence ending at t{Z) is the
formO-(γ(X), X, id)-(γ(X), Y, t)-t(Z)-Owith t-γ(h).
Lemma 3.8. Let f:X-Y be irreducible in modsD R and X∈ォ*」 //
either Y is projective or Y is not projective such that tY年<j4, then i(/) ;
c(X) - c(Y) is irreducible in modsp <S.
Proof. If Y is not projective such that tY年j4, then there exists an
almost split sequence 0- c(tY)- ど(X')- c(Y)-0 such that X is a direct
summand of X'by Theorem 3.7. Thus i(f) is irreducible. If Yis projec-
tive, then we have that rad c(Y) - ^(rad Y) and i(f) is irreducible.
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Thus there exists ox; G i(it)-a such that叩-0-0′β. It holds that a^
Im c and there exists y∈mocUp Rk such that G(a)-y. Since φ-G(o)
G(7])G(oi), the map G{ox) is a splitting monomorphism, so u=y. There-
fore, b^Im t and the proof of 1) is completed. 2) Consider the almost
split sequence given in the beginning of the proof of 1). If b∈-〟, then
there exists an irreducible map v㊦ G(b) -w with G{b) ≠O by Lemma 3.2,
a contradiction. Thus b^Im c and then aelm t. Let G (v)-(U, Z, t)
and a-c(X). Then (0,f): a-*G 1(v) factors through c(Z). Thus/isa
splitting monomorphism. If X年**/, then (0, /) is also a splitting monomor-
phism, a contradiction. Hence X∈<j4. This completes the proof.
Summarizing briefly our main theorems we explain the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of modsp S. We see by Theorem 3.7 that an almost split sequence in
modsp R starting from a module X is preserved under c if X<」jJ and varies
its first and second term closely connecting with it if X∈ォ*/. Using The-
orem 3.9 we can fix the unique new protective S-module (k, M, id) being out
of Im c in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of modsp <S. By Theorem 3.10 we see
that an almost split sequence of modsp Rk, adding modules in Im i, is
almost preserved under G , in special, 2) makes the connection between Im
c and G (modspRk) clear.
The following example will be useful to the reader for seeing how to
apply our theorems.
0-1>○→O
Example 3. ll. Let Rbe the path algebra of the bounden quiver I I I
o->o-*o









where every indecomposable module is denoted by its dimension type, and
the dotted lines denote the r-orbit. Let M-^壬. Then the shape of the
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On the other hand, S is the path algebra of the bounden quiver /ノi
o->o =o








































It holds that x7-0⇔X∈Im i and xi≠0⇔X∈A′ for a module X having
the dimension type芸36芸X?芸This example is the case 1) of Theorem 3.4,
3). Thus the module壬圭車s an sp-injective module.
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